
ON TIME DELIVERY
Cambrian Printers, Aberystwyth, 
improves production efficiency with a 
Horizon HT-30 three-side trimmer.

BOOKLET UPGRADE
Sherwin Rivers Ltd invest in a Horizon 
SPF-200A bookletmaker with two 
Horizon VAC-1000 collating towers. 

PERSONALISED FOIL
PCL Digital expands its lamination 
and foiling with investment in a 
Foliant Vega 400A Laminator.

EASY RUNNING
Commercial printer Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd chose a B2 Horizon  

AFC-566FG folder to support flexible production.
“It means we can handle about 99% of work in house”
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HELLO& 
WELCOME

Welcome to the latest version of our newsletter. 
In this issue we start with a look at some of the 
most popular systems in our broad portfolio.  
They include:

Horizon StitchLiner Mark III
The next-generation StitchLiner builds on the hugely 
successful innovative StitchLiner series. Complete with 
servo drive technology, the system runs at a maximum 
speed of 6,000bph and up to 12,000bph with two-up 
production. It is also capable of producing A4 landscape 
booklets at speeds of up to 5,300bph. Equipped with 
a new large 12.1″ HD colour touch screen it offers 
enhanced operation with fully automated job set up 
in less than a minute making it 30% faster than the 
StitchLiner 5500. 

Horizon BQ-480
The variable four-clamp 800bph perfect binder delivers a 
faster set-up speed with an improved production speed 
for variable book production. It features customized 
automated setup accounting for paper type, signature vs 
loose sheet, sewn book blocks, notch binding and other 
key factors for higher quality with less effort. The BQ-480 
supports both EVA hotmelt glue and PUR hotmelt glue. 
A rigid clamping system holds the book block firmly in 
position and a unique book delivery mechanism delivers 
the book gently for high quality books up to 65 mm.

Horizon HT-1000V
The Horizon HT-1000V variable three-knife trimmer 
produces high quality variable short-run and book of 
one production at up to 1,000 books per hour. It can 
handle untrimmed and trimmed sizes, up to 65mm thick. 
It features a uniquely designed user-friendly interface 
that enables intuitive operation and fine-tune adjustment. 
200 jobs can be memorized for repeat orders or special 
applications.

Foliant Mercury 530NG 
The 25mpm B2+ Mercury 530NG heavy-duty industrial 
laminating system includes a Heidelberg suction feeder 
and a high speed bump separator as standard. It is 
perfect for processing both digitally and litho printed B2+ 
sheets. The Foliant Multi-functional Inprinting Unit makes 
foiling and spot varnish fast and affordable for short run 
and personalised print. It runs a wide range of colours 
including gold, silver, red and green and a clear gloss 
for spot varnish. It suits a broad range of end uses from 
corporate stationery to POS and book covers.
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Horizon HT-30

ON TIME
DELIVERY

We wanted to improve efficiency in our short run book 
production. The Horizon HT-30 joins our Muller Martini binding 
line that was managing a mix of short and medium volume 
book binding. 80% of our work goes through the binder and 
time was lost when setting up our existing three knife trimmer 
on very short run work. There was a bottleneck. Now, with the 
Horizon HT-30 we can trim books almost instantly with minimal 
set up and operator involvement. Short run production is a 
much more efficient process that benefits the business and our 
customers alike. The Horizon HT-30 also provides short term 
back up in the event of breakdowns on our existing trimmer. It 
will help us ensure we are always able to deliver on time.”

As for return on investment he states: “It was not an 
investment based on financial gains or payback. It was made 
to deliver efficiency gains and peace of mind in ensuring 
business continuity in the event of other equipment failure.”
Before investing Cambrian visited IFS open houses and 
carried out tests on various perfect bound books in the 
showroom. Gater adds: “This was our first investment with 
IFS and Horizon. The machine was delivered, installed and in 
production, in a short time, from point of order to 
production.

Cambrian Printers, the Aberystwyth specialist in 
short run colour printing, has improved production 
efficiency with a Horizon HT-30 three-side trimmer.
The operation, recently acquired by Pensord, 
produces periodicals, catalogues, threadsewn hard 
and soft cover books. Karl Gater, Cambrian Printers 
Director, explains: 

L-R Karl Gater, Cambrian Printers Director and Lee Fowler,  
IFS Technical Sales.
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Horizon SPF-200A 

BOOKLET 
UPGRADE

Horizon AFC-566FG 

EASy
RUNNING

We ran the old system for many years and it had 
very little downtime. That made choosing another Horizon 
easy. We only made the decision to upgrade because we 
had started producing a 72-page booklet and we didn’t have 
enough collator capacity. We were collating a section and then 
dropping it on which was time-consuming. “Since we installed 
the bookletmaker the 72-page job takes half the time. In the 
first three days we completed almost 11,000 booklets. It sets 
up in three minutes as opposed to 15 to 20 and it is so easy to 
change over book sizes. “We were used to running a five-day 
week on the old bookletmaker and now we only need to run a 
four-day week. That means we have much more capacity and 
can start looking for new work.”

The Horizon wasn’t an automatic choice as Steven explains: 
“We did look at other suppliers but we kept coming back to 
the Horizon’s build quality. It is also simple and fast to set up. 
The fact the old Horizon was reliable for so long was another 
big plus for us. We are continuously reviewing and updating 
our services and solutions. We knew we had to replace the 
older system and after looking at what was available the 
Horizon SPF-200A was the best choice for us. We think that it 
is likely that it will have paid for itself in two years.

Stoke-on-Trent full service print specialist Sherwin 
Rivers Ltd has invested in a Horizon SPF-200A highly 
automated bookletmaker with two Horizon VAC-1000 
collating towers. The system replaces a 20-year old 
Horizon bookletmaker and Managing Director Steven 
Stanley comments:

It produces a wide range of commercial print from leaflets to 
complex corporate brochures, folders and magazines for a 
wide range of local and national companies. Lee explained the 
reason for the investment: 

We were being asked to do a lot more small format 
work and wanted a system that was quick to set up and easy 
to run. The demo went well and that convinced us.”

Scott added: “We were sending this work out and so had to 
wait for it to be returned. That meant a lead time of a couple of 
days. Now we will be able to do it inhouse which will be much 
faster and also save costs.” 

Continues Lee: “We will also be able to manage a wider range 
of options. It means we can handle about 99% of work in 
house.” He concluded: “We expect return on investment in 
two years.

Commercial printer Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd chose 
a B2 Horizon AFC-566FG folder to support flexible 
production. The Stockport family-run firm with 12 
employees was founded by Jack Tilley in 1990. 
Day-to-day operations are now managed by his sons 
Lee and Scott.

L-R Managing Director Steven Stanley and Production Manager Jason 
Tilsley with the Horizon SPF-200A.

L-R Scott Tilley and Lee Tilley from Fine Print (Stockport) Ltd  
with Gary Monaghan, IFS Technical Sales.

It means we can handle 
about 99% of work in house

http://www.ifsl.uk.com
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Foliant Vega 400A with Multi-functional Inprinting Unit
PERSONALISED FOIL

Intelligent Finishing Systems, Unit C, ATA House, 
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS
T: 020 8991 6624  www.ifsl.uk.com

    
CONTACT US

PCL strives to offer a wide variety of products to its broad customer 
base and with the new Foliant Vega, it can meet increased demand for 
lamination while adding value with inhouse foiling. Nick Westley-Smith, 
managing director explains:

The latest spend is part of our five year plan to double our 
current capacity, adding new jobs as a result of the increased work. 
It will enable us to have more creative conversations with customers. 
We like to work collaboratively, and this allows us to offer something 
different. We regularly produce menus and the runs are getting shorter 
and shorter, as are the turnaround times. In 2014 for example we 
would print one day, laminate the next, trim the following day and then 
dispatch the print. Now we are looking to get the work out the next 
day if not on the same day. With this faster system we can be more 
responsive. The Foliant can also flexibly handle longer runs when the 
need arises.” As for the foiler Nick says: “We were sending all our 
foiling out and this will allow us to keep the majority of it in-house, 
saving time and additional costs. We have invested in a case binder 
too, and with the foiling capabilities we can now offer variable data 
foiling, so each copy could be personalised. A further investment in 
2018 for short run die-cutting and kiss-cutting for labels, will enable 
PCL Digital to offer short run packaging and prototyping. We have had 
brilliant support from IFS and Foliant over the past ten years and are 
confident in the equipment.

PCL Digital expanded its lamination and added inhouse 
foiling with investment in a Foliant Vega 400A Laminator 
and a Foliant Multi-functional Inprinting Unit.
The newest addition is the Birmingham digital commercial 
printer’s third Foliant laminator in ten years.

We can now offer variable data foiling, 
so each copy could be personalised

L-R Lee Fowler from IFS with PCL Digital’s Nick Westley-Smith.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE ANY INFORMATION, OR  
TO ORGANISE A DEMONSTRATION ON ANY  
OF OUR PRODUCTS PLEASE CALL, OR EMAIL
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